SRB STANDARD ROLL LIFTING BEAM

PRODUCT FEATURES
- Standard beam sizes.
- J-Hooks are custom cut per order to fit your specific application.
- Hooks can be fixed or pivot style.
- J-Hooks are infinitely adjustable between minimum & maximum spread.
- Complies with ASME standards.

SPECIAL ROLL LIFTING BEAM

Used to lift rolls with plate style or bent bar J-Hooks. Hooks are designed to support the core mandrel which is through the I.D. of the roll. Fixed beam lengths can be used for single roll widths. Maximum roll diameters will determine length of J-Hooks.

PRODUCT FEATURES
- Ideal where headroom is limited.
- Easy lifting and positioning of rolls.
- Adjustable spread options.
- Twin hoist capability.
- Motorized rotation available.
- Complies with ASME standards.

OPTION A
Adjustable Spreads
Used when handling rolls of varying widths.

OPTION B
Hook Linings
a. Bronze/Brass
b. Urethane
c. Brake Lining (Min. Shaft Dia. = 6”)

OPTION C
Twin Bails
Used when two hoists are required to stabilize a lift, when load rotation is not desirable.

OPTION D
Motorized Rotation
Allows remote positioning of a load. For additional info, see Model RLB on page 17.

OPTION E
Spreader Beam
Offers greater stability when required headroom is not a consideration.